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Balancing CrossCultural Communication with National Identity

"A Language Can Live...But It Can Also Die"

By Janine Perri, '15

An Irish-language sign at the Rock of Cashel, Ireland
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A Welsh-language road sign in North Wales
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Diversity and Fear of Assimilation in the Family Sitcom
By Emily Powers, '15

By depicting characters
who are only “blackish”
instead of black however,

the show highlights
behavior that is specifically
white. The act of pointing

out specific white
attributes thus centers
blackness as the norm,
while white culture is

reconfigured as the
encroaching outsider.

TV Talk
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In a 2014 interview, Taylor Swift
said, “You’re going to have people who
are going to say, ‘[…] she just writes
songs about her ex-boyfriends.’ […] No
one says that about Ed Sheeran. No
one says that about Bruno Mars.
They’re all writing songs about their
exes, their current girlfriends, their love
life, and no one raises the red flag
there.” The distinction between
musicians like Taylor Swift, Ed
Sheeran, and Bruno Mars does not
come from their music; it comes from
judgment about them as people. As a
public woman, Swift does not have the
luxury of being judged purely as a
musician; she only has to leave home
to be scrutinized and torn apart.

According to music journalists
Simon Reynolds and Joy Press, lyrical
music is a form of storytelling that is
personal, romantic, and emotional. That
unprompted sharing has a
confessionality to it. It seems absurd to
ask if male musicians are confessional
because making music is a “soul-
baring” act that glorifies suffering. So,
as Swift points out, if music by men
and women have similar content, the
disparities in the way we think about
Bruno Mars as a tragic romantic, Ed
Sheeran as sensitive, and Taylor Swift
as a crazed serial dater, must come
from facts about the person. It seems
that we are more willing to dislike
Taylor Swift because she is a woman
who shares her feelings through music,
while we like or tolerate Bruno Mars
and Ed Sheeran when all three are
equally guilty of writing sentimental
songs about their pasts.

The first problem is the leap
between disliking music for its sound
or lyrics, to then disliking the musician
as a person. As if we know what a
musician is like because we heard
his/her single on the radio thirty times
this week, and we read an out-of-
context quote on Facebook. We have
strange (and seemingly open) access to
artists like Swift. She writes her own
songs, which are sold as her stories.
She is a public figure so we can know
who she is dating if we care to find
out. And we assume that these
channels are simple access to the truth
when, obviously, she is much more

complicated and is playing a bigger
media game than we can possibly
know. As a musician, Swift shares and
shapes certain stories, presenting them
to us in order to make firstly, art, and
secondly, money (or vice versa). The
person we know of as Taylor Swift is
influenced by her label and the media,
if not constructed by them completely.

A second problem is that female
singer-songwriters experience the
stigma of being women sharing their
feelings or (God forbid) their thoughts.
Singer-songwriters write their own
music and lyrics, and their music is
typically informed by their experiences
of love and loss. But the women are
subject to greater scrutiny than men.
Swift said in an interview with Time
magazine that many people doubt that
she writes her own music, and even if
they take the music as hers, they

devalue the emotions she shares. She
said that people take into question “the
validity of a female songwriter, or
[make] it seem like it’s somehow
unacceptable to write songs about your
real emotions—that it somehow makes
you irrational and overemotional […]
females have to work so much harder to
prove that they do their own things.”
Swift is less allowed to tell her story and
is less trusted to have created the music
that supposedly tells her story.

We do not want to listen to her
story because her sharing seems
excessive, even if it’s on par with male
musicians. We see her career, beauty,
and business savvy, and then when she
sings about lovers who leave, we are
not sympathetic. Her confession
sounds like a false (perhaps annoying)
complaint. But again, it’s not as much
about Swift as it is about how we think
about her. According to Press and
Reynolds, who studied female
musicians to understand their success,
our culture has “a squeamishness
about female desire and suffering.” In
the case of Swift, this is shared not

only by male art critics, but men and
women in the general population.
When Swift tells us that she and some
guy are never getting back together, we
do not care and we almost hate her for
bothering to let us know she went
through a breakup. As Press and
Reynolds say, “Why can’t those damn
women keep it in?”

Our dealings with Taylor Swift
are paradoxical to say the least. We
place her in a confessional category of
victimization, while blaming her for
the sad stories she tells. As she sings in
Shake It Off, “I go on too many dates
/ but I can’t make them stay/ at least
that’s what people say.” We hesitate to
accept that she writes her own music,
while also accepting her accounts as
the truth about her. We tend to take
the account given by a singer-
songwriter as truth but we interpret the
feelings in those stories unequally
among male and female musicians.
Swift gets called crazy, while the men
are sensitive, romantic or nostalgic.

Like so many options available to
women, “confessional” music is a trap.
The “strength-through-vulnerability”
that confessional music offers is too
strong and at the same time too weak.
We do not want Swift to complain to
us about her hurt feelings, and we do
not want her to be strong enough to
bash the people who hurt her. But
maybe Swift can use confession as a
form of rebellion by fully embracing
the role of “the woman who will not
shut up.” Plenty of detractors tell her
to be quiet, and she addresses these in
several songs on her latest album.
“Shake It Off ” clearly shows that she
refuses to be bothered by critics.
“Blank Space” is smart and self-aware
and shows Swift wearing the “crazy
serial dater” hat, totally rocking it, and
then casting it off because it is not her.
Press and Reynolds ask: “Then again,
is it better to reflect a woman’s life in
all its complexities and conflicts, than
to feel obligated to put across a
‘positive’ image of omnicompetence
that only sets up more unobtainable
goals?” For all of our sakes, I think it is.

For more information, read The
Sex Revolts: Gender, Rebellion, and Rock 'n'
Roll by Simon Reynolds and Joy Press.

Reactions to Male and Female "Confessional" Musicians
Swift to Judge?

By Abigail Demke, '15

Female singersongwriters
experience the stigma of being
women sharing their feelings
or (God forbid) their thoughts.
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A Quiet Success
Advantages of Introverts in the Workplace

By Maria Lovina, '18

Western society has placed
an emphasis on being

gregarious to such a degree
that quietness has become

a flaw.
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Because of the extreme
emphasis Western society
places on the extroverted
leader, businesses rarely
acknowledge a leader of

any other kind.The
confident, and often

arrogant, leader became
the person that companies

look for.

A fault in Western society
lies in the idea that

introverts have a
handicap. No, they do not
need to be “fixed,” nor do
they need to be “louder.”

Although most people
have a degree of

sociability to which they
are prone, there is the
possibility of straying

from that baseline.
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Recipe to Be Heard:
Ingredients: Chalk, Postit Notes and an Open Mind

By Nazelie Doghramadjian, '18

A quiet presence does
not equate a quiet mind.

There are excellent
thoughts behind a closed

mouth. Chang’s ideas
target the shy and those
that want to be heard
but only know how to

watch their ideas
manifest in brilliant

silence.

Candy Chang displays the
Confessions wall in her
talk in the Jake Nevin

Field House

Found on the Before I Die
wall in Bartley
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Simple invitations
request the beautiful
noise inside of these
wonderfully hushed

minds.

Before I Die wall in Bartley Hall
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Is C. S.
Lewis

Relevant
Today?
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A Look at Romantic Fiction Through the Ages
By Camille Ericka P. De Ramos, '17

Fifty Shades of "Nothing New"
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Individualism in the United States

By Alexandra Brodin, '18

The Problem of Indifference in Democratic Regimes
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Brew Free or Die

By Michael Breault, '15

Craft Beer and American Ingenuity

The modern craft beer
boom showcases the

exceptional ingenuity,
creativity, and diversity of

humankind that
flourishes when people are

not overburdened by
excessive government

interference.
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The craft beer landscape is
representative of what
people truly want. In a

sense what has occurred is
the “democratization” of

beer. Innovation and
consumer choice are

constantly rendering new
creations.

Photo Credit: 21st Amendment Brewery, San Francisco California
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Fear and Loathing in the FDA

"

"

LGBT Men, HIV/AIDS, and Blood Donations
By Matt Zarenkiewicz, '17

According to the New York
Times FiveThirtyEight
Blog, the oneyear ban
currently prevents 2.6

million men from donating
blood.
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According to a study by
the Williams Institute, a
lifting of the ban by the
FDA would result in an
additional 4.2 million

potential donors.
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"My idea of good company is the
company of clever, well-informed
people who have a great deal of

conversation; that is what I call good
company."

- Jane Austen




